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The Old Testament describes Deborah as a mighty combination of judge, intercessor, prophetess,

mother of Israel, and military strategist. Deborah broke outside of her cultureâ€”not out of rebellion,

but in obedience to God to set her people free.Â As in biblical times God is calling todayâ€™s

women to a purpose greater than themselves. The Deborah Anointing shows you that although you

may have been trapped in tradition and locked into captivity by cultural and gender prejudices, God

desires for you to break through these barriers. Now is the time to embrace the fullness of your

purpose!Whatever your sphere of influence at work, at home, or at churchâ€”will you acc ept the

challenge to be a modern-day Deborah, stand for God, and boldly lead others to Him?
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I have a better understanding of my journey having started to read this book. The timing has been

perfect and excited to see where I'll be when I complete this book. God has given Mrs. Walters

insight and pulled it all together to help lead us in the way we should go. I haven't always

understood or believed I was right where I needed to be but, I get it now thanks to this book. I'm

ready to live out the remaining of my days as Deborah for the glory of God. Thank you and bless

you Prophetess Walters!!!!Chicago, IL

Phenomenal! Insightful! Packed with wisdom! "The Deborah Anointing" is an impactful read that

goes in deep to explore how the life of the "biblical Deborah" can be used for inspiration to channel



your modern day, inner Deborah! This book truly blessed me and was right on time! As a woman, if

you've ever had questions about your purpose in the kingdom of God or had questions about how to

apply your gifts, such as the prophetic, to benefit others & more, then this is the book for you!

Expect to be activated! Invest in yourself today & may the increase in blessings YOU receive;

trigger, ignite, & overflow to OUR sisters to "embrace the call to be a woman of wisdom and

discernment"!

Although it is a short read, it took a while for me to read because I ended up using this as a study. I

like that there were so many scripture references, this made my study more effective. A must read

for any woman in leadHERship!

I have always wanted to know more about the woman called Deborah. The short description of her

in the book of Judges has intrigued me for several reasons, but it especially catches my attention

due to the subservient role of women during this time period. She achieved a leadership position

few modern women hold and can still remain faithful to their role as wife and mother.

This is one of the most profound books I have read. It both encourages and educates you. It makes

you take a hard look at your life to see if you were called to leadership and helps you understand

and gain the confidence to walk in your God given authority.

See idk about you but if your in a place where you've been TAUGHT BY GOD you will love this

book it's like a SPIRITUAL COMPASS concerning direction IT'S LIKE a SPIRITUAL MOTHER if you

never had one...you can find your season and identify your call..I absolutely love the prayers and

activations @ the end of each chapter I TOLD ALL MY CLOSE FRIENDS ABOUT THIS

BOOK.."learning your SPIRITUAL SEASON is the SAUCE THAT IS AWESOME"

This book is a must read for every woman who knows they are called to make an impact in the lives

of others. Maybe you need someone to speak to that call you feel, but can't seem to apprehend it.

While reading this book you will feel that the author is speaking directly to you and calling you to

stand up in your call. You're not reading this comment by accident, the Spirit of God has something

to show you through this book! I thought I found it accidentally, but after reading it I am certain my

Father led me here to help me understand who He created me to be. LOVE! LOVE! LOVE!



If I had to choose one word to describe this book, "The Deborah Anointing", it would be WEALTH.

This small 135 page book is a priceless tool overflowing with a wealth of truths, revelations,divine

discernment,empowerment,prophetic instructions, exhortations, and wisdom. I can feel the strength

of the Deborah Anointing in the written words as I read them. The prayers and declarations are

awesome! This is not the kind of book to be read one time and placed on the self. This is a powerful

tool and one that I personally will use as a reference book; as a learning/teaching tool. I have

recommended this book to several people. I love it! This book has me saying, "I will arise, I will do, I

will flow in a Deborah Anointing for this is my calling!" While all of the author's books are excellent,

this one arrested me. Congratulations Michelle McClain-Walters, I see this book on the best sellers

list!
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